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Saturday 25th July 2015
PREMIER LEAGUE
Ladies Melville Toyota League vs Aquinas Reds (Lost 1 - 3)
2015-06-27
Best: T. Bowater, N. Evans, M. Carmichael
Goals: R. Taylor
No report
Ladies Melville Toyota League vs North Coast Raiders (Lost 1 3) 2015-07-04
Best: R. Broek, A. Clark, N. Evans
Goals: T. Bowater
No report
Ladies Premier 2 vs NC Raiders (Won 2 - 0)
Goals: L. Lefroy, C. Donaldson
This week the girls came up against second placed side NCR. The
past three weeks has seen us improve as a team and individually
and secure 3 consecutive wins. After a 4-0 loss to NCR earlier in the
season we highlighted areas that let us down and made sure they
weren't repeated. The improvement from the first game to now has
been exceptional but it's important we keep working and making
sure we continue to take steps in the right direction.
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Ladies Premier Alliance vs NC Raiders (Drew 3 - 3)
Best: J. Gallimore, A. Fullarton, D. Dravnieks
Goals: M. Dawe, J. Gallimore, C. Surman
Yet another game we let slip away from us! We were strong all
game and just couldn't show it on the scoreboard. HUGE thanks
needs to go out to Ash, Nat and Tori who filled in from juniors to
supplement our depleted side and played brilliantly!
PROVISIONAL LEAGUE
Mens Provisional 2 Gold vs Fremantle (Lost 0 - 2) 2015-07-04
Best: G. Watton, R. Williams, B. Joss
As the rain fell as we commenced our warmup at 7.45pm on a
Saturday night, it was imperative to get the boys fired up, and after
reeling off "Alternate pre-game pep talk", and having won the toss
for the first time - things were looking good. Having controlled the
majority of the first half, the only thing letting us down was
conversion. Unfortunately as our usual nemesis fatigue set it, it gave
Freo a couple of chances, and whilst both should have been cleared
they weren't, and Freo managed to tuck them away (although one
could have been tucked into his sock as he 'kicked' it in...sort of).
We on the other hand just couldn't take our chances. When does
Spring start again.....
Mens Provisional 2 Gold vs WASPS (Won 4 - 0) 2015-07-18
Best: R. Weddikkara, N. Elliott, T. Barrett
Goals: N. Elliott (2), T. Barrett, G. Watton
Inspired by the absence of their Captain, we powered to a 4-0 win
with stand in captain and spiritual leader "Wookie" Weddikkara
leading the way (and by that I mean he lead the team onto the pitch
and was never sighted again).
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Ladies Provisional 2 Black vs NC Raiders (Won 5 - 0)
2015-07-04
Best: M. Woodforde, L. Costa, J. Powell
Goals: C. Dawes (2), J. Powell, J. Vanderzwan, R. Harrup
We have recovered our form!!! Much better game than we have
been playing over the last few rounds. We were passing to each
other, working the short passes and lots of talking. Was a great
game to play. Unfortunately one of our super star forwards got taken
out by their goalie and has injured her shoulder. Wishing her a
speedy recovery, and hopefully she won't be out for too long
Ladies Provisional 2 Black vs Lions (Won 2 - 0) 2015-07-18
Best: M. Woodforde, S. Jarvis
Goals: M. Woodforde, S. Jarvis
Not our best result - but still a win on the board. This match was
definitely a preview to finals, which gave us a good idea on what
needs just a bit more polishing off.
All in all it was a good game, not much to fault.
Mens Provisional 3 Gold vs Aquinas (Lost 0 - 2) 2015-06-20
A disappointing game in that there wasn't the same effort applied
from the week before although that could be because this was our
home game being played at Rockingham....
Mens Provisional 3 Gold vs Southern River (Lost 1 - 3)
2015-06-27
Goals: S. Criddle
A much better game in terms of pressure and running this week took an early lead but fell behind from a lucky/excellent tomahawk
shot from the baseline.
Tired towards the end with a player having to leave and losing the
rotations.
Mens Provisional 4 Gold vs Fremantle (Lost 1 - 5)
Best: D. Kidd, T. McEntee, C. Gallagher
Goals: T. McEntee
No report
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Ladies Provisional 4 Gold vs Southern River (Lost 1 - 5)
2015-06-28
Best: K. Williams, L. Walkemeyer/C. Corsini, K. Sayer
Goals: F. Packer
No report
Ladies Provisional 4 Gold vs Fremantle (Lost 2 - 4) 2015-07-04
Best: K. Williams, L. Walkemeyer, M. Hobday
Goals: M. Hobday, M. Brown
No report
Ladies Provisional 4 Gold vs Kalumunda (Drew 2 - 2)
2015-07-18
Best: K. Williams, E. Bradley, L. Walkemeyer
Goals: K. Williams (2)
No report

STEVE MCENTEE’S
DURACRAFT PANEL & PAINT

PHONE CLUBMAN AND MAJOR SPONSOR, STEVE MCENTEE
FOR QUALITY PANEL BEATING AND SPRAY PAINTING

59 Norma Rd, Myaree
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9330 2466

METRO LEAGUE
Ladies Metro 1 vs Uni Soaks (Lost 0 - 2) 2015-07-06
Best: A. Scholten, M. Farrow
No report
Ladies Metro 1 vs Modernians (Lost 1 - 6) 2015-07-18
Best: R. Roberts, C. Coleman, G. Forbes
Goals: A. Scholten
We tried but it wasn't our day. Mods came to play and scored some
sensational goals, we were no match for them.
VETERANS
Ladies O35 Division 2 vs Fremantle (Lost 2 - 3) 2015-07-01
Best: A. Hall, S. Clark, D. Goundrey
Goals: S. Clark, D. Goundrey
No report
Ladies O35 Division 4 vs Fremantle 2 (Drew 2 - 2) 2015-07-02
Best: D. Murphy, J. Coad, H. Doyle
Goals: J. Coad, L. Fairall
No report
Ladies O35 Division 4 vs Canning (Drew 2 - 2) 2015-07-21
Best: L. Osullivan, L. Coss, M. Margetts
Goals: L. Osullivan (2)
No report
Mens O40 Division 1 vs Southern River (Lost 0 - 1) 2015-06-20
No report
Mens O40 Division 1 (Lost 2 - 4) 2015-06-27
Goals: B. Hancock, D. Wilson
No report
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Mens O40 Division 2 vs John XXIII (Won 2 - 0) 2015-06-27
Best: D. Collins, S. Chapman, W. Harries
Goals: B. Potter, A. Shorter
No report
Mens O40 Division 2 vs Kalamunda (Lost 2 - 3) 2015-07-04
Best: B. Lynn, A. Shearing, D. Doak
Goals: A. Shearing, M. Girdlestone
a slow start cost us the game. We had our chances to recovery but
it wasn't to be.
Mens O40 Division 2 vs YMCC (Lost 1 - 2) 2015-06-06
Best: D. Doak, J. Holt, T. Heard
Goals: M. Rayfield
No report
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Mens O40 Division 4 vs Lions 5 (Won 4 - 1) 2015-07-05
Best: B. Gibbins, C. Bontempo, D. Wauhop
Goals: S. Pszczola (4)
Good all round team effort against a lower ranked team. Some good
performances and some near misses. Excellent 4 goals from Sean
and looking forward to the break and hoping to get some players
back from injury soon. Good first game back from Paul - and had
some subs with the brave return of Peter Wilkins. Well done
Mens O40 Division 4 vs Fremantle (Won 4 - 2) 2015-07-19
Best: B. Kennington, I. Munns/C. Bontempo, P. Willis/D. Joseph/D.
Wauhop/P. Paino/M. Lawrence
Goals: B. Kennington (3), M. Lawrence
Well fought out game against quality opposition. good to have some
players back in the fold like Ian and new players like paul and Peter
contributing to a good result. Had some lapses in defence and some
umpiring issues in the second half and we need to work through
these and focus on the game. good after game discussion and
working well as a team.
Mens O50 Division 1 vs Hale (Lost 1 - 2) 2015-06-27
Best: R. Scanlon, R. Achemedei/G. Ross/L. Bint, K. Dempster
Goals: M. Watson
No report
Mens O50 Division 1 vs Aquinas (Won 5 - 0) 2015-07-04
Aquinas forfeited.
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www.hockeyinternational.com.au

Proud supporters of Melville City Hockey Club
Call in today for the best range of hockey gear at the best prices.

Phone Jinder on

9388 3377
Mobile 0407 186 456
Fax: 9388 3311
164 – 166 Railway Pde, West Leederville

Mens O50 Division 1 vs YMCC (Lost 2 - 3) 2015-07-18
Best: R. Achemedei, M. Watson, G. Currie
Goals: K. Dempster, D. Ross
Another top game against top opposition with our forwards and
backs providing good ball movement and control. With the team
rejigged with Harps and Dave Ross in the forwards, Ray at centre
half and Rama at fullback and the others in their usual positions, the
forwards were able to provide plenty of goal opportunities. Without
some good YM goal keeping, [two shots deflected of his helmet and
another gloved away and a number of others covered on the
ground], and another shot a poster, the result could have been very
different. Great team effort.
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Bank of Queensland
Applecross
Unit 3
18-22 Riseley Street
Applecross WA 6153
Tel: (08) 9464 3244
Fax: (08) 9464 3255
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Western Irrigation
Pty. Ltd.
211 Barrington Street
Bibra Lake WA 6163
Ph: (08) 9434 5678
Fax: (08) 9434 5777

Spearwood
Wool Handlers
U

Sudlow Road,
Spearwood 6163
Phone: (08) 9494 2967
Clubman – Rob Thorn
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uardian Night & Day
Pharmacy Canning
Vale
Cnr Randford & Campbell Roads
T

9455 6061

Waste Water Services

T

Open every day
8am –10pm
Savings for players and supporters -

Ph: (08) 9248 6113

Show this advertisement to get 10%
off all first aid items and sports
medicines
T

Sewage & Water
Treatment - Australian
Mining

T

Owner/Manager John Cooke

U

Moncrieff Realty

Specialising in:
·
·
·
·

Steam carpet cleaning
Upholstery cleaning
Carpet & fabric protection
Tile and grout cleaning

T

Property Sales and Management
in the City of Melville.
T

JIM MONCRIEFF
(Veterans)Mobile: 0409 890
001Office:9330
1644jim@moncrieffrealty.comww
w.moncrieffrealty.com
T

Bruce Cadd

Long term club member

0417 967 779
Credit Cards Welcome
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T

Kenwick Auto Electrics
T: (08) 9459 1755
F: (08) 9493 1003
swiftlink@kae.com.au

118 High St, Fremantle

(08) 9433 2331
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MaryAnne
9330 4825

Network Packaging
38-40 Magnet Rd, Canning Vale
T: (08) 9456 5656
F: (08) 9456 5600
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Mens O50 Division 2 Gold vs OGMHC (Lost 1 - 4) 2015-07-04
Best: G. Widdicombe, A. Spear, T. Brooks
Goals: M. Pitcher
This game was played in two halves. Unfortunately for us Guildford
managed to score 4 goals in the first half which in most cases came
from basic skill errors on our part. After half-time we controlled most
of the play but as per normal wasted numerous opportunities up
forward only managing to score the solitary one goal. Some people
may have thought it was a mis-trap that found its way into the net
but those that know the skill level of the Panther would know that it
was a perfectly timed deflection that was precisely directed inside
the left–hand post by an inch.
Mens O50 Division 2 Gold vs Fremantle (Lost 1 - 2) 2015-07-18
Best: A. Wood, A. Marshall, G. Coleman
Goals: G. Coleman
Playing an exhibition match on number one field, in front of a
packed crowd, expectations were high for a long awaited win.
Unfortunately, Pitch missed 15 goals, being the sole cause of us
losing the match.
Mens O50 Division 3 vs Blades (Won 3 - 2) 2015-07-04
Best: G. Bowater/T. Patton, D. Porter, R. Preedy
Goals: G. Bowater (3)
Really tough game against a team that had only lost two matches.
Great defending by Melville with both backs clearing certain goals
off the back line. They pushed hard all game and with 15 minutes to
play were leading 2:1 but we dug in and kept the pressure up.
Superb effort by Gary getting a hat trick. Many thanks to Leo and
Frank.
Mens O50 Division 3 2015-07-18
Best: T. Patton, R. Preedy, G. Bowater/M. Ryan
A competitive game playing with an undermanned side but we had
our chances. Many Thanks to all the guys who helped us field a
team - Johnno, Leo and Andy
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Mens O60 Division 2015-07-05
Best: G. Wood, R. Domingo, T. Parker
Goals: R. Domingo
We welcomed back Graham and Pete Dawkins made a guest
appearance. They played as joint Centre Halfs and we suddenly
became competitive against VIC Park. We were a bit unlucky with a
lifted first hit on a short corner and 3-1 would better reflect the
differences between the teams. It will give confidence going forward
and we will win a few more before the season is over. We have the
unbeaten top team at home after the bye so let's start with them!
Mens O60 Division vs Wasps (Lost 1 - 4) 2015-07-18
Best: L. Welten, K. Woodward, G. Riley
Goals: L. Welten
It was a tough assignment for us playing the unbeaten top side
brimming with state Masters players. We took it right up to them in
the first half and were only down by one goal. They scored another
2 in the second half and we could not take advantage of a number
of chances. We welcomed back Steve from his long holiday and Leo
returned from illness. Our use of 2 centre halfs seems to be working
well against the top sides. It was a good team effort and should give
us confidence against some of the lesser teams going forward.
JUNIORS
Boys 11/12A vs Westside Wolves (Lost 0 - 1)
Best: S. Bentley, J. Ross, T. Ziegelaar
Our defensive and midfield ball movement was excellent and has
vastly improved from early on in the season. The frustration from the
game was purely from a soft goal that could have been prevented,
combined with minimal scoring opportunities. We are still on track to
achieving our season goal of consistently improving and making the
finals. From there we believe we can beat any team when we play
cohesively.
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Boys 11/12A Reserve vs UWA (Lost 2 - 5)
Best: A. McCartney, M. Dixon, C. Deaville
Goals: E. Swan, J. Parker
No report
Girls 11/12A Promotion vs Newman Knights (Won 3 - 0)
Best: V. Wade, M. Foss, N. Matthews
Goals: T. Power (2), C. Browne
In this game our galaxy of hockey stars was missing Mon and Kate.
However, 2 budding stars in Lisa and Eva were great substitutes
readily fitting in and seriously contributing to the game - on behalf of
the players & coaches, thank you.
The first half of the game was a bit of an arm wrestle with Newman
playing some good hockey (direct and accurate passing) that made
us chase and work a bit harder than normal to gain possession. But
our ‘Dominators’ again outlasted their opponents, gradually
strangling them into submission and resulting in a 1st half goal (this
helped with lowering some of the spectators’ blood pressures).
Our backs, centres and forwards all again worked admirably
together and (all would agree) are a cohesive TEAM of skilled
young ladies.
After some half time words of wisdom from Megs & Kirst and of
course the now mandatory consumption of ‘Power’ oranges and
‘Magic’ snakes the team went out (2nd half) and applied great
pressure and scored another 2 goals. (But Girls - Kirst, Megs and I
say you can do a lot better).
In assessing the game overall, we continue to push the opposition
with our relentless run, dedication and team work which provides us
with many a scoring opportunity. We continue to control a lot of the
play with the usual story of unfortunately undercapitalising on our
opportunities. Many an opposition team is grateful for that - l’m sure.
One day we can expect all the kittens to line up and a scoring
avalanche to occur. Let’s make it in the finals!
Our next game is not for a few weeks (24th July) and we are
scheduled to play 2nd placed UWA.
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Remember UWA are the only team to beat us and it’s payback time.
So get switched on - attack, apply pressure, use each other and be
merciless!
Girls 11/12B vs Whiford (Won 1 - 0)
Goals: J. Thompson
With four of our girls away and having two fill in's, these girls
showed amazing determination, dominating the whole game
unfortunately the score doesn't show how well they played.
Rebecca-Lee didn't give up being at one end to suddenly being at
the other end of the field with in seconds at times, And the winning
goal nicely struck by Jemma just a shame Felicity's goal was
denied. Shame about the weather but again the girls just pushed
through wanting and taking their win. Well done girls enjoy your two
week break you all deserve the rest.
Boys 9/10A Reserve vs Hale (Lost 2 - 3)
Best: L. Metcalf, L. Downey, J. Scanlon
Goals: B. Cole, H. Parkes
Following two solid games we were hoping to continue building
some momentum against a team that had been promoted into the
grade following the early rounds of the season. After a slow start,
and conceding an early goal, the boys gradually got into a groove
and where able to apply some sustained pressure on the opposition.
This created numerous opportunities and resulted in us equalising
midway through the half. Given the amount of play we had,
particularly towards the end of the half, it was disappointing we were
not able to go into the break with a 1 or 2 goal lead.
Initially, after half time, it was a real contest with neither side
appearing to be able to get the upper hand, both teams using their
midfields well and forcing same great saves from both keepers.This
was until a brief 5 minute period when our marking in the defensive
circle was not as tight as it should have been and we allowed two
easy goals in. The boys continued to fight to the end of the game
and had a couple of chances to equalise near the end but
unfortunately it wasn't to be.
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We continue to show glimpses of how good we can be when we
stick to the game plan and work as a team. The challenge for the
rest of the season is to do this consistently.
Girls 9/10A Reserve vs Westside Wolves (Red) (Lost 1 - 2)
Best: J. Christie, I. Piggford, L. Mellor
Goals: L. Mellor
Well, the girls had a reverse game today! They came out strong and
hungry in the first half, but waned in the second. They moved the
ball around well in the first half, tagged their players well and stayed
in front of the play. They rewarded with a surprising goal! They were
consistent throughout the first half but lost their way a bit in the
second. The Wolves came out firing and dominated possession. As
the heavens started to open up on us, the defence did well to
survive a barrage of short corner attempts, but not good enough to
hold out the winning goal from the Wolves. Great game girls!
Boys 7/8A vs WASPS (Won 3 - 2)
Best: B. Dowie, O. McHoull, D. Page
Goals: B. Dowie, P. Lorraine, O. McHoull
A great win by the the boys over WASP's. Everyone played well and
Zac saved many attempts at goals. Some great play today by
Bradley Dowie, Oben Mchoull and Daniel Page.Goal scorers today
was Brad, Oben and Paddo.
Girls 7/8A Reserve vs Mods (Lost 0 - 2)
Once again we couldn't find the back of net as we worked hard for
many scoring opportunities.
The girls have been getting better at implementing the game plan
but cheap turnovers cost us with against the run of play goals.
The rest of the season now will need continual improvement, if we
can all see and concentrate of what is being needed then success
will follow.
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Boys 7/8B (Black) vs Lions (Won 4 - 1) 2015-06-27
Best: Team Effort
Goals: J. Hart (2), L. Scatchard, Z. Swinton
No report
Boys 7/8B (Black) vs WASPS (Won 3 - 0) 2015-07-04
Best: Team Effort
Goals: A. Lukan (2), T. Williamson
No report
Girls 7/8B (Gold) vs UWA (Lost 1 - 3)
Best: A. Grant, S. Richards, S. King
Goals: A. Grant
No report
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Boys 7/8C vs Southern River (Lost 0 - 5) 2015-07-04
Best: Spirited team play
Up against "boys" at least 1 foot taller and a team that hasn't been
beaten was always going to be a tough ask four our boys but to their
credit, they rallied and held their ground. In the end, the 5-0
scoreline wasn't really a true reflection of the closeness of the game.
Sure, the opposition scored a few early goals but the Melville boys
too had their chances early on and could easily have scored 2
themselves had luck been on their side. Our boys held strong and
held the opposition to only 1 goal for the 2nd half which was
testament to the ability of the team to hold their positions and move
the ball fast and wide. For their first game on turf this year, Coach
Jono was pleased with the continuous improvement shown by the
boys.
Boys 5/6A Promotion vs Mods (Lost 1 - 2)
Goals: D. Bradshaw
This week’s match was tough one, with a few out due to school
holidays meaning no available subs, and some players who were on
the field seeming to already be in holiday mode. Melville certainly
created their chances but didn’t show the hunger required to win it
today. As no one likes the feeling of a loss I’m sure the boys will use
this game to spur them on in future games to dig deep when things
get tough.
Boys 5/6B Gold vs Rockingham (Won 3 - 0)
Goals: E. Cooper, C. Quartermaine, R. Stephenson
Melville Boys notched up a 3:0 win against Rockingham with a goal
each to Cosmo Quartermaine, Eamon Cooper and Riley Stevenson.
All players contributed to keep the ball in their forward half for the
majority of the game leaving James Latto, the goalkeeper, with a
quiet day out.
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Girls 5/6B Gold vs Wasps Yellow (Drew 2 - 2)
Goals: Z. McFarland (2)
Our girls toughed it out at the beginning of the match as they were
down two players at the start. As our backup players joined the
game, we managed to hold the Wasps off until the last few minutes
of the first half as two goals were scored against us. After the short
break at half time and a stern talking to by Coach Chloe, the girls
went back onto the field with a new resolve. Even though almost
half our team were substitutes, they all managed to come together
to play a brilliant second half with two goals scored by Zara(one of
the subs from the Cs!) Some great defence by Shannon and Ruby
and awesome goalkeeping by Anna.
Girls 5/6B Gold vs Lions Blue (Won 3 - 1) 2015-06-20
Goals: D. Farrow (3)
No report
Girls 5/6B Gold vs (Drew 1 - 1) 2015-06-27
Goals: F. McHoull
No report
Boys 5/6C Gold vs Fremantle (Lost 2 - 7)
Best: M. Hellberg, T. Dyson, T. Stone
Goals: M. Hellberg (2)
Fremantle played a very good game today and took advantage of
every error we made. Our defenders were pushed really hard and
our Goalie made them work hard for every score. Once again
Michael shined with two break-away goals where he passed all
defenders to attack the goal alone. We look forward to having our
missing players back in the team, but we are also going to learn
from today's game and come back ready to play better after the
break.
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